1. **Individual Study/Review/Practice at Home or In Class**  
   Allows students to score themselves and come to a realization about what they 'know' and 'not know' to facilitate studying of relevant material.

2. **Quick Quiz**  
   Students can score themselves and turn in answer sheets for recording.

3. **Pyramidal/Sequential Process Quiz**  
   Tests are arranged according to the steps of a thinking process where each question is based off the correct answer of the previous question. This type of testing allows the instructor to assess the level of understanding of students, seeing exactly where they start to struggle with a concept.

4. **Chapter/Unit Test**  
   Since students keep score throughout and find out the correct answers immediately there is no need for an extensive review after grading.

5. **End-of-Semester Tests**  
   Allows students to learn and receive feedback even during the final exam.

6. **Team-Based Learning**  
   More of the responsibility of learning is put on the students. The educator acts more as a facilitator answering questions on content.

7. **Study-Buddy Learning**  
   Paired students debate and take turns answering questions, afterwards discussing why an answer was correct or incorrect.